
 
 

The IUCN World Parks Congress 2014 is a 

landmark global forum on parks and 

protected areas held once every 10 years.  

The Congress will be hosted in Sydney, 

Australia from 12 – 19 November 2014, on 

the theme Parks, Planet, People: inspiring 

solutions.  

The Congress program consists of eight 

concurrent streams, one of which is 

Improving Health and Wellbeing: Healthy 

Parks Healthy People. 

 

Why should you attend? 

If you are interested in the links between nature 

and human health, then this stream of the 

Congress will provide you with a wealth of 

opportunities to learn, share your experiences 

and gather practical information.  

 

 

Over 150 speakers from around the world will 

contribute to this Stream program alone and 

between 3,000 to 5,000 delegates are expected 

to attend this very significant Congress. You will 

benefit from their expertise, practical lessons 

learnt and plans for positive change.  

In particular, Saturday 15 November will be a 

health focused day, of great relevance to those 

with a specific interest in human health. 

What topics will be discussed? 

The Healthy Parks Healthy People stream will 

explore the diverse health benefits provided by 

parks including medicines, disease regulation, 

livelihood support, mental and spiritual 

wellbeing, and settings for physical activity.  

 



Just some of the topics include:  

The healing power of nature –  exploring the 

therapeutic effects of nature and the healing of 

people and communities through park and 

landscape based activities 

Global environmental and health policy – 

understanding and strengthening the park and 

nature linkages in global multi-lateral 

environmental agreements and global health 

policy 

Healthy, liveable cities and urban parks –  the 

role of parks, design and places for people in 

resilient cities 

Global science and traditional knowledge – using 

diverse knowledge paradigms to explore the 

health connections between people and parks -

mental, physical, social and spiritual 

Building links –  between biodiversity and human 

health in the Sustainable Development Goals. 

Moving from policy to practice 

Volunteering for wellbeing – key factors 

underpinning human and ecosystem health 

benefits of volunteering in natural settings 

Linking human, animal and environmental 

health (One Health) – One Health research, 

experiences and lessons for park managers and 

policy-makers 

 

Attendees will range from world leaders in 

environment, health, tourism, education and 

urban planning fields and more, to young people 

with a passion and interest in creating a better 

future. 

As well as an incredibly informative week-long 

program there will be opportunities to network at 

social events, field trips around Sydney and 

Australia, and opportunities to be involved in 

groups taking specific action after the Congress to 

deliver on commitments for positive change. 

Join us… 

For more information or to register go to 

www.worldparkscongress.org. Be sure to 

indicate your interest in the Improving Health and 

Wellbeing stream when you register. 

To find out more about the Healthy Parks Healthy 

People approach and read stories from around 

the globe go to www.hphpcentral.com 

The Improving Health and Wellbeing: Healthy 

Parks Healthy People Stream is being led by 

Parks Victoria and the US National Park Service.  

For more information on this Stream email your 

details to WPCHealthyparks@iucn.org 

          


